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Four Mile Hut
By Yunfei Ouyang
We were stuck in traffic in the trendy neighbourhood of
West Cooma on a Sunday evening and craving a hot
kebab roll. Looking back, we had quite an awesome day
snowshoeing and skiing to Four Mile Hut.
We set off early and after doing our part to support the
booming coffee industry in Cooma, we headed to Mt
Selwyn. It was the first time snowshoeing for many
people on the trip, including me. Thankfully it was not too
far removed from actual walking and soon we stomped
up the side of the ski slope with many ‘what are they
doing’ looks from the resort skiers.
The weather could not have been any better. Think azure
blue skies, crisp white snow, gnarly snow gums forming a
winter wonderland. Four Mile hut was a little less than
four miles from Mt Selwyn, and downhill too, creating the
perfect opportunity for some skiing and of course falls on
the way. Mel also managed to fit in a short ski lesson.
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The tiny Four Mile Hut was built in 1937 by Robert
Hughes for gold panners. The rustic hut featured
cladding made from flattened five gallon kerosene
cans and timber slabs salvaged from a nearby mine.
Small thoughtful touches included tiny leather
washers around nail holes to block out the chilling
wind. Inside the hut is a basic slow combustion wood
stove, a table and a small pile of firewood. Over the
years, the hut had saved the lives of many trapped in
bad weather. Though life was hard back in the day,
we had collectively brought enough tasty snacks to
start a mini-mart chain. There was jerky, biscuits, half
of Queensland’s bananas and hot tea.
We met another party of skiers at the hut.
“These huts have a terrible habit of burning down”
one of skier remarked, “I’ve been skiing here since
the 70s and many are now gone”
Knowing that we might never be able to take a photo
inside the hut again, we rushed in and snapped
many. Oscar played the friendly hut keeper. Soon we
headed back and shortly before sunset drove past
the long-abandoned gold diggings at Kiandra. The
trip was an insightful glimpse into the frugal lives
miners once led while exploring the same winter
landscape in the relative comfort of a nice day.
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Watson’s Crag
Story and images by Daniel Comber-Todd

Watson’s Crag is supposed to offer some of the steepest,
most mountainous terrain in Australia. Information is
sparse, all I could find were a few references to the area
being used as a training ground for the Australian section
of the NZ Alpine Club. In search of proper mountains, I
decided to run two trips to the area.
On the first trip, Euan, Xavier and I headed out on Friday
night, to be joined by Gab, Jai and Jess the next day.
Apparently, they prefer getting up at an ungodly hour
over sleeping at Island Bend.
The approach to Watson’s Crag was absolutely
horrendous, with a thick breakable crust impeding
progress. It didn't help that I was carrying an extra rope
and rack due to a miscommunication between climbing
parties. After some hours, we reached a reasonable

campsite and set out for the crags. The other
party arrived and followed us a short time
later - although they chose a closer campsite.
We traversed low around the crags while they
chose a higher rock route with easy access.
After some time, we were rewarded with a
thick smear of ice where we set up a top rope.
After we'd all had a chance at mangling the
ice, Xavier headed back while Euan and I
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scouted a route to climb out to the ridge. A compromise
about crampons had left Xavier with a pair of old-school
plastic boots that were absolute torture for his feet.

long trips early the next week, but choosing to go to
Watson’s rather than pack. Additionally, once we'd sorted
out all the climbing teams and logistics (this took some
serious whiteboard work) Euan appeared and told us all
that he couldn't make it. Luckily his last-minute piking
solved some organisational issues. Conscious of the
strenuous approach, we all decided to walk in on Friday
night. Unfortunately it proved to be just as difficult as last
time and we didn't get in to bed until around 3 am. Mark
was a second casualty of the club's mountaineering boots,
turning back after less than an hour. It took a few days for
his feet to heal.

Euan and I headed up via a wide grassy gully, climbing low
angle ice and placing protection in the adjacent rock. A
few pitches had us on reasonable ground and we took the
rope off to scramble to the top. Unfortunately, my

“…we stopped by the other
party's camp to drink rum
and trade stories.”

The next morning we all went to climb. Gab's and Jai's
teams searched for rock routes while Josh, Dori and I
ventured deep in to the gullies to find some good ice. We
were rewarded with some cruisy low-angle climbing with
ample rock protection. After topping out we went to do
some more damage to the nice ice smear that Euan and I
found the previous trip.

scrambling route ended up being far harder than the
sections we climbed roped! On the way back we stopped
by the other party's camp to drink rum and trade stories.
They had climbed a fun multi-pitch rock route.
The next day I made a great discovery. When I told Euan
the coffee was almost done he practically jumped from
the tent to finish it himself. Apparently, I had been
making him cold coffee. It seems to be a great way to
encourage him to get out of bed.

The next day Dori and I were feeling very unmotivated
and ended up roping Josh in to a walk out to the Sentinel
while the other parties climbed. Our laziness reaped
serious benefits as we found some great ice and mixed
climbing very close to the campsite - a little more
accessible than Watsons. We made sure to be back well
before the designated meeting time and found ourselves
waiting for Gab's party. After an hour's wait Jai and I
decided to reshuffle cars, send the others home and head
out to see if the absent party needed a rescue. Luckily 5
minutes from camp we met Seb who was powering back
to tell us that everything was okay. Gab and Jess were
soon there to regale us with stories of the epic pitch that
Jess had climbed - the tools went in the bag and the
gloves came off. There was a piece of gear in every 30 cm
and Gab's ball nuts saved the day.

Euan and I went back to the crags to explore the ice we'd
found the previous day, while Xavier took a walk in his
comfortable hiking boots and the other party went to
climb another rock route. We managed to do a few climbs
on top rope including a great mixed route that ended with
an overhang and desperate tool placements in grass
tussocks. We ended the trip with a downhill walk out that
was substantially easier than the walk in.
Apparently the first trip generated a lot of interest as the
second was much bigger - three parties of three. It was
much more disorganised, with Dori and I both leaving for
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An easy walk out was followed by a great pub dinner
where Jess told us all about her monster pitch. The only
black mark on the trip was an encounter with the highway
patrol in which a stiff fine taught Dori that the traffic
policing in Australia is very different to that of Hungary.
Robbie deserves special commendation. Although he "just
wanted to try multi-pitch climbing" he was also treated to
a tough hike with heavy climbing gear and introduced to
snow camping on one of the coldest nights of the winter
(It was about -10. My sandwiches were frozen solid on the
second day!).
We found Watson’s to be steep and mountainous, but not
quite steep enough. When there's little snow, long easy
ice routes can be found down low. It's possible to link
together rock routes on the outcrops, but these are
usually composed of a number of short steps, and retreat
to friendly gullies is always easy. The ice near our
campsite seems worthy of another trip.
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Route Setting

Competition

As a revamp of the new climbing wall, a number of members contributed to setting new routes.

$100 FIRST prize,
"Quinn's Route" set by Quinn Stow
$50 SECOND prize,
"Red Gecko" set by Julien

Location

Route Name

Description

Grade

Routesetter

1st rope

Community
service

Sand-coloured holds to the top, the insets are part of the climb, crux is
near the top.

Hard

Julien

1st rope

Bazinga

Blue-coloured holds to the top with a hard finish.

Easy /
Medium

Julien

1st rope

Red gecko

Red-coloured holds to the top. Optional black/grey hold marked with chalk
around the corner can be used as a footer or for first dyno. Finish both
hands on last hold in the right wall (holds from the red roof climbs are in).

Medium

Julien

1st rope

Vote green

Green-coloured holds to the top. Mixed purple and green holds are out and
grade is probably 26/27

Very hard

Julien

1st rope

Telly tubby

Purple and mixed green/purple holds up to the right corner then traverse
left to both hands on the last hold for full value.

Medium

Julien

1st rope

Black lines
matter

Sea of black tape: up left, then right, left again, finally right into the corner.
Finishes at the steal beam.

Easy

Julien

1st rope

Marriage
equality

Pink tape.

Hard /
Very Hard

Julien

5th rope

Quinn's route

Green holds marked with green chalk cross

Hard

Quinn

5th rope

Zebra crossing

White tape

Easy

5th rope

CAT5

Blue holds. Named after literally the first blue thing I saw just now.

Easy

Josh B

5th rope

Owen thinks it's
fun

Purple holds. Designed by a committee of fools

Hard

An Ran,
Owen, Josh

5th rope

Orange +

Replaces the old yellow route, with a new and improved Orange Plus.
Requires a run-up to start.

Medium/H
ard

Nick and
Lachlan

6th rope

Tug Ears

Sand-coloured holds. Big jugs get further apart as you go.

Easy/Medi
um

Josh B

7th rope

A growler from
the spent bloke

Orange tape. Look for holds around the arete near the top. So named
because the first guy to do it really made tough going of it.

Medium

Josh B
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Story by Bex Dunn. Images by Max Fedoseev

8 people, 4 boats, lots of snobby turtles, a saltwater croc, a jellyfish, nutella, marooned beer, disturbing coral sculptures,
tidal adventures. A week in the Whitsundays with Galina Prosselkova, Luis Guerra, Bex Dunn, Tim Williams, Kate Heffernan,
Max Fedoseev, Kristen Walker and Marco Ernst
What was your first trip with the mountaineering club? I am pretty lucky that mine was a week in the Whitsundays with an
awesome bunch of people, and some fairly adventurous mountaineering-club themed activities - as well as kayaking for five
days we managed to go caving, bouldering, snorkelling, tree climbing and boat surfing. Not hiking though, we were too
lazy…or, y’know, it was 30 degrees and the water was waay too nice.
Thanks to the ANUMC adventure fund for the adventuring support!
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Day 1
Whitehaven beach arrival, snorkel at Haslewood island, 8.8km (ish) paddle.
Adventures: kayaking, snorkelling, swimming, fixing kayaks.
So the water taxi drops us off at Whitehaven with our 4 boats, and the soft silica crunches between our toes as we haul
the boats and all the gear up the beach. We somewhat successfully fight the honeymooners and four other kayakers for
tent space under the trees and try out our kayaking guns on a quick trip over to Haslewood island. It’s nicer over here fewer yachts and people, and we swim out to a little reef in the bay. We can park the kayaks up and drift back down the
bay over the reef, checking out the fish and the big blue giant clams. First turtle sighting - I initially think it is a person
swimming as it pokes its head out of the water before swimming off in a huff. We watch the sun set over the beach,
listening to the goannas thrash around in the bush and the quiet swearing as I completely fail to remember how to work
my camp stove.
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Day 2

Whitehaven beach to the lookout, lookout to Hangry
Beach, Hangry Beach to Cairn Beach. 20.2 km (ish) paddle.
Adventures: kayaking, bush-ambling (maybe I lied),
swimming, kayak hauling, more kayaking, more kayaking,
shark fishing (almost)

We were expecting this to be the big one. The weather in
the morning was incredible - the water was glassy, the
sun was warm but gentle, the fish were flying… the first
stretch across the bay to the lookout was beautiful. And
easy. Kayaking past a boat I misread the name, and so
Tim’s and my kayak became the good ship ‘Turnip Turnip’.
Way better than the original (Mango Tango).
We made a trip up to the lookout to get our photos taken
looking back over Whitehaven, a la the usual tourist
photos. Lush trees to walk through, though we could
definitely see the impacts of tropical cyclone Debbie
shortening the canopy. A swim on the beach and an epic
set of teamwork to haul the boats back down to the tide,
and we were off again. Unfortunately, the wind was up
and we were fighting wind against the tide. Songs were
sung, stories about turnips told, and eventually we all got
a bit hangry. We were further than expected, and missed
our lunch stop, having to find our way to a new beach
past the coral bommies so we could get some nutella into
our faces (who needs spoons anyway?).
The beach we stopped at had some incredible fallen
trees, like stripes across the coral slope at the back of the
bay. Old basalt with holes in it displayed a collection of
the coral that past visitors had picked out from the hard
coral beach. Around the next next next corner, Cairn
Beach, as the sun was starting to get low. Gear dragged
up, tent sites acquired, our co-campers (who had been
looking out to make sure we made the long haul) were
checking out the schools of fish being chased by
something with a slightly interesting fin arrangement. I
don’t think they caught one.
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Day 3

Cairn Beach to Crayfish Beach. 8.9 km (ish) paddle. Max
speed: 5.83 kt.
Adventures: kayaking, snorkelling, caving, bouldering,
extreme wine drinking.
Sunrise over Cairn Beach. Everyone’s eating their muesli
on the hard coral drifts pushed up by the tidal rush
between Whitsunday and Hook Island, where we’re off to
today. We time the tide perfectly and head off in the
slack. Crayfish Beach is everyone’s favourite except for
mine - we meet our food drop here and some idiot didn’t
pack theirs in a dry bag. I spend the rest of the week
scrounging lunch. A short paddle in the morning means
we can spend the afternoon snorkelling off the reef. The
huge waves from the cyclone wiped out a lot of coral, but
there are little colonies of blue, red, and multi coloured
christmas tree worms in the bay. We take our chateau
cardboard and look for a rock to drink it on as the sun
goes down. There is a rock, and a cave to climb through to
get there.
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Day 4

Crayfish Beach to Maureen’s Cove. 13.6 km (ish) paddle.
Adventures: Group kayaking, Trevor’s extreme tours, tide
pushing, extreme beer tasting, whale watching,
snorkelling, caving, kayak snorkelling.
So, I have now been told that you never listen to the
locals… we leave too early on day four and end up
pushing tide for an hour off the point. The water is deep,
the water is fast (6 knots to our 5.8), we’re further out
than the plan and the waves are getting pointy. We
followed Trevor the Queenslander instead of the
instructions the kayak hire owner gave us 5 days ago that
we really wish we wrote down. Eventually we make the
call to head in to a sheltered beach and wait for the tide
to turn. This is a good idea. We see some whales on their
migration south, Tim opens some long abandoned beers
that were stashed behind a rock (“Tasting notes?
bleugh!”) and Kate’s verdict is that it’s a bit like
kombucha. We’re all a bit wiped, and when Kristen falls
asleep Marco builds a coral forest around her head. The
rest of the paddle around to Maureen’s is a lot more
pleasant. The afternoon includes another paddle over to
Butterfly Bay for the best snorkelling of the trip and some
exploring of the caves around the bay.
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Day 5

Maureen’s Cove to Bali Hai (return). 13km(ish) paddle.
Adventures: kayaking, sunbathing, swimming, bouldering,
snorkelling, saltwater croc-spotting.
Day 5 we get to basecamp at Maureen’s. This is pretty
exciting - even the bush stone curlews think so. I wake up
with the sun, but mostly with the regimentally arrayed
collection of curlews meeping outside my tent. We paddle
over to a little island called Bali- Hai (or Black Island),
checking out the baby sea eagles in the nest on the
channel marker on the way past. One of the channel
markers off Hayman is on a 60 degree angle, from the
waves from the cyclone. We spend most of the day
climbing all over and swimming around our little deserted
island, then head back to Butterfly Bay for a snorkel. The
wind picks up on the way back, and Kristen and Marco see
a saltwater croc, not as far away as anyone would like it
to be.
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Day 6

Total Kayak: 64.5 km (mostly calculated via google maps,
plus the two times I had the track running in Navionics)
The last day we do some swimming, some kayaking and
some general chilling out before hitching the water taxi
back for a fairly exciting run back to Shute Harbour (the
waves are pretty big and we hang on tight, spray
splashing into the back of the boat and the kayaks
bouncing in their cradles). We try to decide what we’d do
differently if we came back - the general consensus is if
the weather was this good again we could easily do two
weeks instead of one. Only one jellyfish sting, and no
seriously un-fun fun bits. Most of us are pretty keen just
to shower and head out again at this point. Oh well,
maybe next year we can do it all again … and you might
want to join us.
Adventure fund-ed :)
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Adventure Racers do AT
By Sebastian Wende

Adventure racers are not known for doing things the

easy way. And while they do not get off on whips
and paddles, their desires are dirty nonetheless.
Adventure racers like nothing better than a good
spanking from mother nature, sleep deprivation,
hiking, biking and mud. So how do you plan a back
country ski trip for these types? Take them to Mount
Twynam west spur which feels truly mountainous.
Before unleashing thrills and adrenaline we started
with a gentle 2 hour stroll from Guthega car park
over Mount Twynam to Tenison Woods Knoll. Heavy
snow fall meant we didn't even need to use the
bridge at Farm Creek. The wind packed snow made
the side hill skin to Illawong Bridge straight forward.
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the soft snow lower down. Further along the ridge
there was the option of a B-line via the ridge
between Watson and Siren Song creeks that had a
modest 45 degree gradient. As they weren't chasing
GC honours the adventure racers chose the B-line
and after a nervous side slip entry and a few wobbly
turns they found their rhythm.

Adventure racers are not only about physical
suffering. If they were, they'd stick to marathons on
monotonous streets in concrete jungles. Instead
they need to experience risk. Now was the time. The
slope down to Watson’s Creek from the ridge off
Tension Woods Knoll provided the desired balance
of fear and safety. There was no over-hanging
cornice but there was still a vertical drop at the
entry. The slope descended at a sphincter tightening
50 degree gradient then flattened to around 25
degrees after the first 100 meters without any
features that could cause more than a bruised ego.
Anyone who took a spill would soon come to rest in

Once at the bottom it was time to burn off the
adrenaline from the ski down. The hike out tested
the adventure racers with the extreme heat of the
Watson's creek exit. Heat seems like an unlikely
problem but the windless exit is the inspiration for
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Guthega for one more ski descent, weaving between
trees and looking for softer snow. One last skin had
us back at the cars after 7 and half hours, 20km and
1500 vertical metres.

ANU's solar thermal dish. The parabolic gully
perfectly reflects the sun's light on those skinning
out. Clothing vents were open, zips were lowered,
pants came off, snow was stuffed into any clothing
that would hold it. The excitement of one adventure
racer had to be checked after stuffing snow into his
pants to create some concerning bulges.
Once at the top it was time to make the adventure
racers feel like their destiny was in their own hands.
Options included heading home to relax; trying the
gentler slopes in the bowl above Blue Lake, or
gambling on the snow quality on the Avalanche Face
heading to Strezlecki Creek. Although the snow was
likely to be wind affected and firmer the opportunity
to ski somewhere new with a view of the Sentinel
proved enticing. It would also guarantee another
slog out. The wind packed snow was firm and while
it was wind ribbed for the racers’ pleasure it
eventually smoothed out.
Once at the bottom we had the choice of exiting via
the steep but consistent slope we had just skied
down, or via the Strezlecki Creek which meandered
out of sight at a gentler gradient. Strezlecki Creek
would of course provide a much better Strava
recording. Little thought was given to the fact that
while it appeared to rise gently the gully would soon
rise rather steeply. We set off along the northern
branch of Strezelecki Creek. After rounding a few
bends we saw a steep chute rearing up ahead of us.
It looked too steep to skin up. Skinning out to the
side wasn't in line with the adventure racers’ ethos
so skis came off and a boot pack up the 45 degree
soft snow began. The hoped for firm snow was
replaced by more knee deep soft snow. The
adventure racers had found what they were looking
for, misery. Kudos must go to James who resisted
the boot pack idea and instead skinned almost to
the top of the steep chute. However, we found an
impression that looked like it had been made by a
spasming snow angel suggesting he did not make it
to the top easily.
Once we were out of the chute we found some
shade and murdered handfuls of innocent snakes.
With our sugar levels restored we completed the
important task of touching the Twynam trig and
then enjoying the long descent home. Even though it
was officially spring, the day started cooling earlier
than expected and the snow was firmer than hoped
on the ski home. Once back at Illawong bridge the
opportunity to collect more vertical metres could
not be passed up. Instead of a flat skin back home
we climbed up the ridge between Illawong and
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Mid-winter Feast
By David Adams

While everyone sat inside cozy and warm by the fire,
I snuck out to enjoy the night sky above our hut. I've
never seen skies so clear, and it made the weight of
carrying my camera worth it. Later, after everyone
had had too much mulled wine, others repeated my
photo but without clothes.
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For the 50th anniversary we remember
those adventurers who came before us

Farewell to
Peter Riddy

into and through the tumbling, rock grinding
maelstrom. I know that Warwick was inspired as he
asked me to take him to NZ again a couple of years
later and we made some wonderful ascents, but I
thought Mike had resented me as another adult
nag and killjoy. Just the opposite – he said that the
trip had been a formative experience providing vivid
and cherished memories for him.”
Dad returned to Mount Aspiring in 2013, at 68. This
was one of the highlights of his life, of which he
wrote extensively and ecstatically to friends and
family.

Story and images by Cleo Riddy

My father, Peter Riddy, passed away unexpectedly in
July. Dad was an avid adventurer and joined the
ANUMC in the 70's when he was studying part-time
at ANU. He left just as the Old Wall was being built!
Sadly, I have no written records of his climbing
adventures but as I understand it, Dad arrived in
Australia in June 1968, after trekking from England
through the Middle East and South-East Asia. He
undertook adventurous expeditions in Western
Australia, with several first ascents including in the
Porongurups in the early 1970s. He moved to
Canberra in the mid 1970s and immersed himself in
the climbing scene, achieving several first ascents at
the much loved Booroomba Rocks. He climbed in the
Grampians and Blue Mountains throughout the
1980s and 90s before moving to Muswellbrook in
1997 – not many crags in that part of the world but he
spent almost every weekend hiking!

“Nothing can compare with my 2013 Mt Aspiring (NZ
10,000') ascent done on the cheap with two mid-20s
Ukrainians and a young Oz engineer from a
Hawkesbury Ashram. It's a story on its own...suffice
to say death and I have a pact. Balancing on
crampons for 5 minutes on a 40 degree iron hard ice
cap which your axe just bounces off, with a shrieking
30-40 knot gale numbing your face, with no rope and
above a 2,000 foot drop, hoping that someone will
notice that you haven't reached the top because you
are blinded by the sun rising over the crest and can't
see any scratch marks to follow or to reverse...has its
moments. Character building? actually I just counted
slowly to 40 a number of times - it's a trick Doctor
Elliman recommended when I was a kid to relax
whilst trying to pee in a public toilet. My left foot is
never going to forgive me for the anguish sustained
in rented mountaineering boots over the 5 day hike
but wow! I wept in euphoric disbelief when we
regained the road head."

When I moved to Canberra for uni in 2013, I was able
to start rock climbing. I wrote home about my first 19
tick, to which Dad responded,“19 is amazing…well
done! Some “old guard” 19s and 20s can be very
strenuous (eg John Ewbank’s intimidating Hercules
at Perpendicular Rock that I followed Bryden Allen
up in the mid-1970s. The first pitch made me cry with
physical exhaustion, the second pitch was mind
blowing)”.
Dad attended the Booroomba Rocks
50th reunion last year. He said,“The
most amazing thing was to meet up
with Mike, who had been a 16
year old boy with whom I
climbed in New Zealand in
1979. It had been a wild
expedition for him. [He joined]
myself and another older
schoolboy (Warwick) in climbing
Mt Aspiring... We had to find our way
out the next day in a blizzard over the
huge Bonar glacier and col, and then
wind, mist and rain as descending into the
Matukituki Valley. This involved crossing the
swollen and icy creek just before it plunged over
a large waterfall and the boys must have been
worried as I had them belay me, wading waste deep
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So you want to be a Trip Leader?
By Ivan Dovana

2. The ability to anticipate problems

I’m often asked how to become an ANUMC trip leader.
Being a trip leader is a privilege which recognises the trust
placed on you by the club to safely organise and lead
groups on trips. Trip leading also develops planning,
communication and leadership skills sought by employers
outside of university. Trip leaders are selected following a
peer review by experienced members in the chosen
discipline. Most would-be-trip leaders start with lower
risk activities, such as camping and bushwalking, before
branching out into the more complex activities such as
back-country skiing, climbing, canyoning, sea and white
water kayaking. So what traits do I think make a good trip
leader?

It takes time to build up experience but it is well worth
the investment. As an assistant trip leader, you learn to
recognise the types of participant and common problems
that they experience. Whether overwhelmed,
overconfident, unfit or afraid, participants behave in
certain ways. Being able to recognise these indicators
helps you to modify your activity or techniques to suit
their ability. Abseiling with a lowerable system or
kayaking a lower grade river is still fun and are examples
of useful techniques for stopping small issues from
becoming big problems.

3. The ability to teach and mentor
The best way to learn something is to teach it. A good trip
leader shares their skills and knowledge with others. By
giving participants incremental levels of
responsibility you can offset some of your
workload while creating
opportunities for future trip
leaders.

1. The ability to do the
chosen activity
It goes without saying
that you have to
know what
you’re doing.
Most trip
leaders start
as
participants
and build up
skills and
knowledge over
a few years. This
takes patience,
practice and fitness. You
don’t become an expert by
watching Youtube, you have to
practice. When you attend an activity, ask lots of
questions and practice what you’ve learnt. Offering to
help is a sure-fire way to get some personal attention and
to learn things that others don’t get to see. Before you
know it, you’ll be asked to be an assistant trip leader.
Lastly, maintain your fitness for the desired activity. If
you’re doing it easy, when everyone else is doing it hard,
you are better prepared to deal with any problems.

4. The ability to
self assess
Knowing your own limits is
extremely important. A
trip leader who over
estimates their ability is a
risk, not only to themselves,
but also to their group. For this
reason, the ability to accurately assess
your performance is vital. If you’re fatigued,
distracted or haven’t practiced your skills in a while, you
must be disciplined enough to not push beyond your
ability. Which leads to the last point...

5. The ability to say ‘no’
Nobody wants to disappoint. This also goes for trip
leaders. Nevertheless, there are times that a trip leader
has to say ‘no’. A trip leader should not bow to peer
pressure, whether real or perceived. If the weather is
unsatisfactory, the group is too large or a participant is
not fit enough, a good trip leader should not be afraid to
make the decision. Saying ‘no’ is often one of the most
difficult skills to master.
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Rescue in the Budawangs
By Yunfei Ouyang
Earlier this year ANUMC members assisted with rescuing
an injured bushwalker in the Budawangs, as Yunfei
recounts.
Josh, Alexei and I set off early to climb the Castle. Not
long after leaving the lush fern filled gully we found a lost
wallet. After ascending the saddle and squeezing through
the crack in the Castle’s ‘tadpole tail’, we saw a
disorientated and bloodied figure stumbling ahead. It was
the owner of the wallet.
He had taken a bad tumble on an exposed roped section
on the final ascent to the Castle and managed to dislodge
a sizeable boulder. Josh helped with first aid and two
other hikers, who arrived soon after, dialled 000. Luckily
there’s mobile reception near the top of the Castle.

3

After what seemed like a long while a low flying
helicopter approached the Castle. Helicopter access was
awkward as the injured bushwalker was resting under
towering trees and next to a high rock wall. The thick tree
limbs swayed wildly while two paramedics were winched
down with a huge suitcase of emergency medical
equipment and a stretcher. Standing under a large
helicopter was a deafening experience. The paramedics
placed the injured man on the stretcher, cut away most of
his clothing (sparing his down jacket) and administered
emergency treatment. We then helped lift the stretcher
to a more open area for the chopper pickup.
The paramedics said the flight back to Canberra would
take 18 minutes. The hiker was from Canberra but it was
not an ideal way to go home. Lesson: avoid doing
challenging hikes alone!

4

Belougery Spire, Warrumbungles

Boys in the Bungles
By Daniel Comber-Todd
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Euan admires the Warrumbungles

The Warrumbungles have a bit of a reputation among
Australian climbers. The 'Bungles are a collection of huge
rocky spires which are the remnants of ancient volcanos.
The routes are long and the rock quality sometimes leaves
a little to be desired. It's exactly the type of place that
excites me.

After a somewhat slow breakfast, we headed out to the
undisputed classic of the 'Bungles, Cornerstone Rib (14)
on Crater Bluff. We initially made excellent progress,
polishing off the approach and lower pitches quickly. I
soon ruined this by missing the start of the traverse pitch,
resulting in a thin traverse that was as hair-raising for the
follower as the
leader (To
paraphrase Euan: "I
hate traverses.
They're stupid. ").
Euan then matched
my mistake by dropping some nuts, which ended up on a
ledge not far below. This seemed to be a popular move

“I was woken during the night by
a sound like a man screaming”

As a new climber on
a day walk in the
Warrumbungles I
saw a group of
climbers walking in
to Balor Hut. As they passed I looked admiringly at the
ropes hanging off their packs and wondered if I'd ever be
as hardcore. When the Easter long weekend
rolled around a year later I knew exactly where
I wanted to go. It was easy to convince Euan to
join me, and we soon had a club trip organised.
A concurrent trip to Arapiles occupied all the
other trad climbers, so only two of us set out
from Canberra. A leisurely day of driving
followed by a pub dinner saw us setting off up
the track to Balor Hut after 9 pm. The walk was
made difficult by the heavy packs and my
missing a turn-off which resulted in some
unnecessary altitude gain.
I was woken during the night by a sound like a
man screaming. As the sound got closer and
closer, I turned over and went back to sleep,
wondering if someone was being beaten to
death in the forest nearby. I later realised that it
was one of the many goats in the
Warrumbungles - their bleating sounds a lot like
a man yelling.

Comfortable belay on the Belougery Spire
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because another party had left a walkie-talkie!
Determined not to be the type to drop gear, Euan
initiated some impressive faff and soon had the nuts in
hand. With the traverse out of the way, we reached a
belay in a dark corner.

“You're supposed to climb
up, not sideways”

A few harder-than-the-grade moves soon had us back in
the sunlight on the Rib and we were on the summit in no
time. The descent went off without a hitch and our feet
hit the ground just as the sun set. Perfect timing! Less
perfect was the navigational fumble which led to an
unnecessary bush bash on the way back to camp.
Buoyed by our success, we hopped on Pegasus (15) on
Belougery Spire the next day. Some slow, cautious
climbing around large loose blocks soon gave way to
pleasant climbing to the halfway ledge, where we had a
brief lunch. Unsure of the descent, we continued to the
summit on the slightly shorter classic Vertigo (10). Once
again we were off just in time, and avoided extra bush
bashing. The highlight of the day was deciphering the
mysterious line "Look out for the fixed bearing race!"
from the topo. It turns out that a hyphen would have
been helpful; it was a "fixed bearing-race", the outside of
a bearing assembly.

Heading up the bush bash pitch

Euan on the summit of Belougery Spire
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Mountaineering in New Zealand
By James Bailie
Images by Daniel Comber-Todd

November of last year, An Ran Chen, Daniel ComberTodd, Euan Brown and I set off to New Zealand for a
mountaineering course, with a grant from the club’s
adventure fund.

Dan at the top of Mt Erebus
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Going up the Quarterdeck

In typical NZ fashion, it was raining for most of the course
and after a few days at Plateau Hut near Mt Cook, we
decided to return to Wanaka to take advantage of the
better weather there. After the course, we were joined by
Josh Bax and had two weeks to climb before we had to
head home.

Room with a view

The first target was Mt Avalanche, near Mt Aspiring. We
hired a car in Wanaka, judiciously ignoring the sign stating
‘no hire cars allowed on the Matukituki road’. Five people
plus full mountaineering equipment just fitted into the
small car and after an eventful trip along the said road,
we made it to Raspberry Creek just as it was getting dark.
A couple hours later, we were at Aspiring Hut. We’d heard
the hut would be full of high school students and so Josh
and An Ran opted to sleep outside – a choice Josh later
regretted after waking up in the morning with a
punctured Thermarest.
Euan belaying James across a crevasse
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The next day we headed up to French Ridge Hut and
prepared for our alpine start the next morning. Mt
Avalanche was unseasonally covered in snow so we
decided to go across to Popes Nose instead, before
returning to French Ridge Hut. In between bad weather
spells, we managed to squeeze in a day trip to the
Remarkables, and summited Mt Erebus, getting to
experience half of the Routeburn at the same time. There
were also a few off days spent rock climbing at Hospital
Flat. But before long, our time was up and, except for the
New Zealanders Josh and An Ran, we had to return home.

Obligatory Faff-ineering
Inset: Helicopter ride to the Plateau Hut

Looking up Matukituki Valley
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More photos in the next edition of the Epic…
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The poet originally joined the ANUMC in the late ’90s,
then re-joined last year to get back into skiing amongst
other things after many years’ absence.

Driving South
Driving south
in the pre-dawn,
banks of trees & the dotted farmhouse
amid prehistoric mist.
A sense of purpose drifts amongst heavy
eyelids;
fog and frost on landscape and land.
Cooma comes suddenly
dressed in weatherboard and no-longer-so-faded
department stores,
Art Deco palaces and multiplying cafes.
On the road beyond,
rosy fingers touch and all is crisp, clear,
open to the wide sky,
kissed into focus.
I sit up straighter.
Later winter skiing or is it early spring with
acknowledgement:
history of love and loss, disappointment,
determination to tenderness.
Signposts passing:
Middlingbank Road Adaminaby
Ironpot Creek Road
♡ U BABY in foot-high letters
Gegedzerick Road
Shut the Gate a weird landscape of lego block boulders and gums
regrowing from apparent death.
Another year, another trip:
young men discussing caffeine pills and pump tracks,
AT gear and career insights,
passing the kilometres till it’s time to tele.
The stars look down even on sunlit slopes.
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¾ Landscapes by John Carr ¾
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Portraits by Mark Euston

